Great looks & high quality at a fraction of the price.

With the Eurostyle collection, it is now possible to create an amazing space at a most competitive price. Our cabinets are easy to assemble and install, and strong enough to last a lifetime.

We are so confident in the long-term quality of our products that we offer a 25-year limited warranty.
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You're the designer.
Create the kitchen, bathroom or storage space you envision, with results you can be proud of! Choose from a wide range of ready-to-assemble cabinets that are stylish, well-built and affordable.

Modern — P06 —
Contemporary — P08 —
Classic — P10 —
Country — P12 —
Bathrooms — P16 —

14 doors in 4 different styles
5

Modern Collection Door Styles

Alexandria
Valencia
Cordoba
Geneva
Emden

Find more information online
eurostyle-kitchen.com

In this picture
Geneva

See our Wide Selection of Door Styles — P26

Ready to Asset

3D Planning

READY TO ASSET
Contemporary Collection Door Styles

Stockholm
Amsterdam
Oxford
Cambridge
Barcelona

See our Wide Selection of Door Styles — P26
Classic Collection Door Styles

Florence
Verona

See our Wide Selection of Door Styles

For more inspiration online eurostyle-kitchen.com
Country Collection
Door Style
Odessa

See our Wide Selection of Door Styles
P26
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In this picture:
Odessa

Find more inspiration online
eurostyle-kitchen.com
Made with care in Canada.

Eurostyle cabinets are proudly made in Canada by Fabritec that is committed to delivering quality products and ensuring customer satisfaction.

The high quality materials used to make the Eurostyle product line allow us to offer you a 25-year limited warranty on your cabinets.

25 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

LONG LIVE THE KITCHEN

For more inspiration online

eurostyle-kitchen.com
The Vanity Collection
Think space and storage with a series of cabinets designed specifically for your bathroom and a wide selection of door styles.

MATCH YOUR INTERIOR

MATCH YOUR INTERIOR

MADE FOR THE BATHROOM

In this picture Naples
For more inspiration online eurostyle-kitchen.com
From Inspiration to Reality
Take your project from inspiration to reality in 4 easy steps. Planning and installing a new kitchen is simple with our guided approach, with results that will always impress.


MAKE IT YOURS
GET IT DONE
Measure
A perfect design starts with perfect measurements. Use our guided tools to take all the required measurements and note the placement of fixed items, such as plumbing and outlets.

Plan
You can easily create your own design using our 3D planning tool in a few simple steps. See your design come to life in detail, complete with an automatically generated shopping list and prices.

Deliver
Take it home today! Many Eurostyle cabinets and door styles are already in stock at your local Home Depot. And if your order is not available in-stock, it will be shipped to you in no time, using our quick-ship program.

Assemble
Eurostyle cabinetry comes 80% pre-assembled, since the cams and dowels are already in place. Whether you install your cabinets yourself or use installation services, you’ll save both time and money with Eurostyle’s ease of assembly.

Stylish, made-to-measure, and easy to install!
You don’t have to be a construction expert to design your Eurostyle project. It’s easy to carry out your ideas by following our guides.

4Easy Steps
—

1
2
3
4

Need To Get It Home?
You can have your newly purchased cabinets delivered, or ask about our vehicle rentals

Let Us Do It For You
Have our experts complete your kitchen renovations
Visit homedepot.ca/installation
Plan your kitchen or bathroom with ease using the 3D Planning Tool.

You don’t have to be a construction expert to design your Eurostyle project. It’s easy to carry out your ideas by following our guides.

Quickly and efficiently recreate your home layout and design your new kitchen using our 3D Planning Tool.

See everything take shape in just a few simple steps, allowing you to visualize your kitchen complete with door styles, finishing touches and even matching appliances.

Take your design further by following our online tutorials and become an expert in no time.
Choose from a wide variety of sizes and configurations

The Eurostyle collection offers a great variety of configurations for base, wall and tall cabinets, available in-stock and through special order.

The 3D Planning Tool is available online and in-store to help you design and compose your kitchen. Choose from over 600 configurations that best suit your taste and room dimensions and let your imagination do the rest.

CABINETS ARE AVAILABLE IN:

1. Made To Last
   Made of 3/4 in. melamine with a resistant finish, reinforced at the back with two cross-braces.

2. Soft-Close Mechanism
   Metal drawers feature European technology allowing them to open fully and close softly and noiselessly.

3. Opens Wide
   Easily access your pots and pans and canned goods thanks to door hinges that open 125°.

4. Store Heavy Goods
   Go ahead, stock your cupboards—the shelves and drawers in your Eurostyle cabinets can handle an impressive load.

5. Level Up
   Adjustable legs for easy installation on uneven floors. Each leg can support up to 150 lbs, perfect for granite counters!

Save time and energy
The mounting hardware is already installed—we’ve done 80% of the assembly for you!

Can’t Find What You’re Looking For?
Additional items available through Special Order™
— ask an Associate for details
Choose Your Door Style

Pick from one or more styles to create your unique kitchen design

Choosing from our in-stock selection or our special order door styles is simple and convenient. Talk to your Home Depot kitchen designer for more information, and visit your local store to see these doors in person.

Find more inspiration online
eurostyle-kitchen.com

Modern

— Alexandria
Melamine Slab
White
Use Copenhagen Glass Door

— Valencia
Acrylic Slab
High Gloss White
Use Copenhagen Glass Door

— Cordoba
Acrylic Slab
High Gloss Grey
Use Copenhagen Glass Door

— Geneva
Textured Melamine Slab
Silver Pine Horizontal Wood Grain
Use Copenhagen Glass Door

— Emden
Melamine Slab
Concrete Horizontal Wood Grain
Use Copenhagen Glass Door

Contemporary

Choose from 14 door styles, including an accent glass door, to create the perfect interior space, from stark minimalism to cozy chic.

— Stockholm
Birch 5 Piece Recessed Panel
Painted White
Pearl Framed Glass Door

— Amsterdam
Birch 5 Piece Recessed Panel
Painted White
Pearl Framed Glass Door

— Oxford
Thermo Recessed Panel
White Matte
Pearl Framed Glass Door

— Barcelona
Birch 5 Piece Recessed Panel
Choco
Clear Framed Glass Door

— Cambridge
Birch 5 Piece Recessed Panel
Painted Canadian Grey
Pearl Framed Glass Door
About the materials

**BIRCH**
Birch wood is warm, beautiful and durable. It complements any style, from country to contemporary and looks great when paired with accessories and mouldings.

**THERMO**
Thermofoils mimic the look of lacquered wood in a convenient and easy to care for package. Durable and stylish, this is an affordable solution that delivers big.

**MELAMINE**
Melamine is a very resilient and easy to clean surface that goes far beyond its humble beginnings. From rich textured finishes to wood-grain looks, melamine can do it all, and do it great.

**ACRYLIC**
Dressed to impress, acrylic is a high-gloss finish that is bound to add spice to your kitchen. Paired with tactile textures and matching hardware, this sleek, durable material is both urban and modern.

---

**Tempered Glass**
- Clear
- Screen
- Pearl

**A Quality Finish**
Eurostyle uses Canlak products to ensure exemplary performance characteristics and beauty of finishes. Canlak is a leader in the industry and produces the highest quality coatings, ensuring Eurostyle products stand up to the test of time.
**ACCESSORIES**

- **Cutlery tray**
  - Stainless steel surface
  - 15" (3 compartments) ETRAY15
  - 18" (7 compartments) ETRAY18
  - 24" (9 compartments) ETRAY24
  - 36" (15 compartments) ETRAY36

- **Non slip mat**
  - 19 3/4” x 59” roll.
  - Transparent EROLL

- **Drawer organization system**
  - Crosswise railing and dividers
  - For deep drawer
  - 24” (4 dividers) EDIV-STORE24
  - 30” (6 dividers) EDIV-STORE30
  - 36” (8 dividers) EDIV-STORE36

- **Dish drawer organization system**
  - Pre-drilled drawer base and pegs
  - For deep drawer
  - 24” (4 pegs) EDIV-DISH24
  - 30” (6 pegs) EDIV-DISH30
  - 36” (8 pegs) EDIV-DISH36

- **Spice tray**
  - Surface finish: Silver
  - For drawer
  - 15” ESPICE15
  - 18” ESPICE18
  - 24” ESPICE24

- **Waste bin**
  - 13 litres Aluminium EWAISTBIN
  - Left or right installation
  - For 18” cabinets or wider

- **Sliding recycle bins**
  - Plastic
  - 2 X 15 L, Grey ERECYCLEBIN

- **Sliding waste bins**
  - Plastic
  - 2 X Grey Waste Bins ACC-64117

- **Spice tray**
  - Surface finish: Silver
  - For drawer
  - 15” ESPICE15
  - 18” ESPICE18
  - 24” ESPICE24

- **Tablet Holder**
  - Metal
  - ACC-E4112

- **Hairdryer holder**
  - Metal
  - ACC-E4122

- **Telescopic towel rail**
  - Adjustable
  - Left or right installation ETOBELLL

- **Sponge Sliding Basket**
  - Metal
  - ACC-E4113

- **U-Shaped Pullout**
  - Metal
  - ACC-E4114

- **Self-adhesive edge tape**
  - 20 foot roll
  - White TOUCHUP.W
  - Choco TOUCHUP.CH

- **Self-adhesive plastic cover caps**
  - Hides cabinet connection caps
  - Sheet of 36 CAPS

- **Adjustable door silencer**
  - Soft closing mechanism
  - 6-pack SOFTCLOSING

- **Touch latch**
  - Push to open
  - 2-pack ACC-E4121

- **Cabinet LED**
  - Light when door is opened
  - 4-pack ACC-E4118

- **Sensor LED**
  - Motion activated
  - Grey ACC-E4119

- **Plastic door hinge filler cap**
  - Grey HINGECAP
Made with care in Canada

Eurostyle cabinets are proudly made in Canada by Fabritec, a company that is committed to delivering quality products and ensuring customer satisfaction.

The high quality of materials used to make the Eurostyle product line allows us to offer you a 25-year limited warranty on your cabinets.

Our cabinets are known for their styling, durability and careful finishing. We are proud of our reputation and we are committed to maintaining it. We are always developing new products in line with the latest design trends, in order to meet and anticipate an always-evolving demand. We maintain the highest standards at each phase of production, from manufacturing to packaging and delivery, and our factories are equipped with the most advanced automation processes in Canada.

Fabritec is a future-oriented company, which means we make environmental responsibility a top priority. We have launched initiatives focused on using new packaging materials, reducing harmful emissions, and using wood sourced from responsibly managed forests.